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» This webinar is being recorded–you will 
receive a link via email

» Use the question box for any questions or 
logistical issues

» Please take our short survey at the end of 
the webinar–we value your feedback

» Tweet #brokeradvantage
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Using ThinkHR at Discovery to Close More Deals

Preparing for a 
great discovery 

dialogue

Executing a great 
discovery dialogue

Positioning what 
you discovered 

to WIN



“If I had an hour to solve a problem, 
and my life depended on it, I would 

use the first 55 minutes determining 
the proper questions to ask.”

-Albert Einstein



Research 
Resources



Using ThinkHR Resources



Pre-meeting Discussions, Questionnaires and Surveys



Poll



Open and Honest 
Discovery Conversation



“Many of the retailers that we’ve partnered with face challenges with 
seasonal employees and issues that come with high turnover. Have 
you experienced similar challenges in those areas?”

Guided Questions get the Dialogue Going



Always Ask Your M.O.M.

How much?

How often?

How many?



$65,OOO

$25O,OOO
$15O,OOO

$3O,OOO

$15,OOO

$175,OOO
none

$685,OOO

$4.75M

HR Practice 
Calculator



“Imagine we’re three years down the road. We’ve been working 
together for three years and you’re ecstatic with the results we’ve 
created.  What would some of those results be?”

- Chad Jenkins, Blueprint Consulting

Earn the Right to Ask “Sky’s the Limit” Questions



Effective 
Discovery 
Meeting

B.O.R.



Restate 
the challenge

Cost of 
doing nothing

Solution Proof

Closing the Deal



Proof
“Here’s some of the ways 
we’re solving this problem 

for our partners…”



Using ThinkHR at Discovery to Win More Business

Preparing for a 
great discovery 

dialogue

Executing a great 
discovery dialogue

Positioning what 
you discovered 

to WIN



Tools:

» Audits

» Checklists

» Employee Handbook Builder

» FLSA Overtime Regulations

» Webinars Library 

Comply



Learn

A training solution that 
mitigates risk and saves 

your clients money.



Guidance on topics like:

» ACA

» Safety 

» Terminations

» Compliance

» State and federal laws

» And much more!

Live



Demo Calls

Use our tools for prospecting:

» Call the Live team

» Submit a question using the mobile app

» Ask your Customer Success Manager to 
conduct a demo of the ThinkHR tools

» Use in the Partner Sales Kit





Founded in 1982

17 employees and 150 accounts

ThinkHR partner since 2011

Russ Blakely & Associates



» Live Hotline

» Policies and Forms

» Employee Handbook Builder

Top Areas of Usage



» Give clients a free trial 
of ThinkHR

» Use the HR Scorecard

» ACA forms and cheat sheets

Russ Blakely & Associates



For current partners:

» If you would like to learn more about any of the 
resources discussed on today’s webinar, contact 
your Customer Success Manager. 

For prospective partners:

» If you are interested in learning more about a 
partnership with ThinkHR, please type 
“partnership” in the question box and a 
representative will follow up.

Learn more

#brokeradvantage


